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Abstract In this paper a two-sided, parallel Kogbetliantz-type algorithm for the hy-
perbolic singular value decomposition (HSVD) of real and complex square matri-
ces is developed, with a single assumption that the input matrix, of order n, admits
such a decomposition into the product of a unitary, a non-negative diagonal, and a
J-unitary matrix, where J is a given diagonal matrix of positive and negative signs.
When J =±I, the proposed algorithm computes the ordinary SVD.
The paper’s most important contribution—a derivation of formulas for the HSVD
of 2×2 matrices—is presented first, followed by the details of their implementation
in floating-point arithmetic. Next, the effects of the hyperbolic transformations on the
columns of the iteration matrix are discussed. These effects then guide a redesign of
the dynamic pivot ordering, being already a well-established pivot strategy for the
ordinary Kogbetliantz algorithm, for the general, n×n HSVD. A heuristic but sound
convergence criterion is then proposed, which contributes to high accuracy demon-
strated in the numerical testing results. Such a J-Kogbetliantz algorithm as presented
here is intrinsically slow, but is nevertheless usable for matrices of small orders.
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1 Introduction
The Kogbetliantz algorithm [9] is the oldest effective method discovered that com-
putes the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a square matrix G as G =UΣV ∗,
where U and V are unitary matrices, while Σ is a diagonal matrix with the non-
negative diagonal elements, called the singular values, that are usually ordered non-
increasingly, i.e., Σ = diag(σ1, . . . ,σn) and σk ≥ σ` ≥ 0, for 1 ≤ k < ` ≤ n, with n
being the matrix order of G, U , Σ , and V .
In this paper a Kogbetliantz-type algorithm for the hyperbolic singular value de-
composition [19] (the HSVD in short) is developed and called the J-Kogbetliantz
algorithm in the following. Since the Kogbetliantz-type algorithms operate only on
square matrices, Definition 1.1 of the HSVD is restricted to such a case.
Definition 1.1 Let J and G be two square matrices of order n, such that J is a diagonal
matrix of signs, J = diag(±1), and G is a matrix over F∈ {R,C}with rank(GJG∗) =
rank(G). A decomposition of G,
G =UΣV−1,
such that U is a unitary matrix over F, V is a J-unitary matrix over F with respect
to J (i.e., V ∗JV = J, so V is hypernormal in the terminology of [3]), and Σ is a real
diagonal matrix with a non-negative diagonal, is called the hyperbolic singular value
decomposition of G. The diagonal elements of Σ are called the hyperbolic singular
values of G, which are assumed to be ordered non-increasingly (non-decreasingly)
in any, not necessarily contiguous, range of diagonal elements of Σ for which the
corresponding range of diagonal elements of J contains only positive (negative) signs.
When J = ±In the HSVD becomes the ordinary SVD, with V unitary, and the J-
Kogbetliantz algorithm reduces to the ordinary Kogbetliantz algorithm for the SVD.
In Definition 1.1 the assumption that rank(GJG∗) = rank(G) ensures [25] that
the HSVD of G exists, with a diagonal Σ . If the assumption does not hold, or if G
is rectangular, for the J-Kogbetliantz algorithm G should be preprocessed by, e.g.,
the J-URV factorization [21,22] to a square matrix G0 of order n0 ≤ n, such that
rank(G0J0G
∗
0) = rank(G0), i.e., G = U
∗
0 G˜0V0, where U0 is unitary, V0 is J-unitary,
J0 = diag(±1) is of order n0, and G0 = G˜0(1 : n0,1 : n0). Otherwise, let n0 = n,
G0 = G, V0 =U0 = In, and J0 = J.
Besides an obvious application as the main part of a method for solving a Hermi-
tian indefinite eigenproblem [23,24], the HSVD has also been used in various signal
processing applications [19], and recently in a modified approach to the Kalman fil-
tering, especially in the ill-conditioned case [10,11,12].
The ordinary Kogbetliantz algorithm usually transforms an upper triangular ma-
trix R (see, e.g., [5]), coming out of a preprocessing by the QR factorization, in order
to lower the number of transformations. If a particular cyclic ordering is applied, in
the next cycle the lower triangular matrix is obtained. Unfortunately, such a simple
generalization of the Kogbetliantz algorithm to a hyperbolic one can fail, since even
a single hyperbolic transformation from the right, with a sufficiently high condition
number, will cause the excessive growth of the off-diagonal matrix elements and ruin
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the convergence of the algorithm. Different pivot strategies are therefore needed to
keep the condition numbers of the hyperbolic transformations as low as possible.
The J-Kogbetliantz algorithm computes the HSVD of G0 in a sequence of trans-
formations, infinite in general but cut off to a finite leading part when computing in
machine precision and a convergence criterion is met, as
U∗G0V ≈ Σ , U∗ =U∗NU∗N−1 · · ·U∗1 , V =V1V2 · · ·VN ,
where N ≥ 1 is a number of 2×2 transformations embedded into In0 and applied to
G0. If G0 is already in the form required of Σ , then V = U = In0 , Σ = G0, and no
transformations take place.
For each 1 ≤ k ≤ N, U∗k is unitary (orthogonal for a real G0), while Vk is J0-
unitary (J0-orthogonal for a real G0). The decomposition is finalized by forming U =
(U∗)∗=U1U2 · · ·UN , while by multiplying V ∗J0V = J0 from the left by J0, and noting
that J20 = In0 , it follows that V
−1 = J0V
∗J0.
The J-Kogbetliantz process forms a sequence of matrices
G1,G2, . . . ,GN ≈ Σ ,
where Gk = U
∗
k Gk−1Vk. For 1 ≤ k ≤ N each U∗k and Vk are the embeddings of a
2× 2 unitary (orthogonal) transformation Û∗k and a 2× 2 Ĵk-unitary (Ĵk-orthogonal)
transformation V̂k into In0 , respectively, where Ĵk = diag( jpk pk , jqkqk), for some 1 ≤
pk < qk ≤ n0, with jpk pk = (J0)pk pk and jqkqk = (J0)qkqk .
The embedding of the elements (1,1), (2,1), (1,2), and (2,2) of a 2× 2 trans-
formation happens in a step k in the pivot positions (pk, pk), (qk, pk), (pk,qk), and
(qk,qk), respectively, where 1≤ pk < qk ≤ n0, chosen such that for a pivot matrix
Ĝk−1 =
[
(Gk−1)pk pk (Gk−1)pkqk
(Gk−1)qk pk (Gk−1)qkqk
]
holds at least one of
(Gk−1)qk pk 6= 0, (Gk−1)pkqk 6= 0, (Gk−1)pk pk /∈ R+0 , (Gk−1)qkqk /∈ R+0 .
When jpk pk = jqkqk (such a case is called trigonometric in the following, while the
other case is called hyperbolic), Ĝk−1 is also a transformation candidate if it is diag-
onal, the with the non-negative diagonal elements such that (Gk−1)pk pk < (Gk−1)qkqk
if jpk pk = 1, or (Gk−1)pk pk > (Gk−1)qkqk if jpk pk =−1.
If the step index is omitted, then the transformation matrices, the pivot matrix,
and the corresponding matrices of signs (Ĵ) and hyperbolic singular values (Σ̂ ) can
be written as
Û∗ =
[
u¯pp u¯qp
u¯pq u¯qq
]
, V̂ =
[
vpp vpq
vqp vqq
]
, Ĝ =
[
gpp gpq
gqp gqq
]
, Ĵ =
[
jpp 0
0 jqq
]
; Σ̂ =
[
σpp 0
0 σqq
]
.
In other words, Ĝ is a transformation candidate if and only if it does not already have
a form required of a matrix of hyperbolic singular values. Then, Û∗ and V̂ are sought
for, such that Û∗ĜV̂ = Σ̂ , with σpp and σqq being the hyperbolic singular values of Ĝ,
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and V̂ ∗ĴV̂ = Ĵ. Otherwise, the HSVD of Ĝ is readily available by setting V̂ = Û = I2
and Σ̂ = Ĝ.
If there are no transformation candidates in a step k, or if the convergence criterion
is satisfied, the algorithm stops. Otherwise, Û∗k and V̂k are computed for one, suitably
chosen candidate of Gk−1, and applied to the pivot rows pk and qk (Û∗k ) from the left
and the pivot columns pk and qk (V̂k) from the right, to form Gk. The process is then
repeated in the step k+1.
Note that several, but at most bn0/2c, steps can be grouped to form a multi-step
k = {k,k+1, . . . ,k+ |k|−1},
i.e., can be performed in parallel (with t ≥ 1 parallel tasks at hand), if and only if
{pk,qk}∩{pl ,ql}= /0 for all k 6= l such that {k, l} ⊆ k. The number of basic steps in
the multi-steps may vary if not enough transformation candidates are available.
The parallel application of the 2×2 transformations has to take into account that
all transformations from one side (e.g., the row transformations from the left) have
to precede any transformation from the other side (e.g., the column transformations
from the right). However, all transformations from the same side can proceed concur-
rently, and the choice of the first side to be transformed is arbitrary.
To fully describe the J-Kogbetliantz algorithm, it therefore suffices to specify:
– a method for computing the HSVD of the pivot matrices of order two,
– the details of performing the row and the column transformations,
– a pivot strategy that selects the transformation candidate(s) in a (multi-)step, and
– a convergence criterion that halts the execution.
The above list guides the organization of this paper as follows. The first item is cov-
ered in section 2, the second one in section 3, the third one in section 4, and the last
one in section 5, containing an overview of the algorithm. The numerical testing re-
sults are summarized in section 6, and the paper is concluded with some remarks on
the future work in section 7.
2 Computing the HSVD of matrices of order two
Let Ĝ be a transformation candidate, and let in the following arg(0)= 0 for simplicity.
Depending on its structure, Ĝ might have to be preprocessed into a form more
suitable for a simple and accurate [13,14] computation of the transformation param-
eters than that of a general square 2× 2 matrix. For the ordinary Kogbetliantz algo-
rithm it is preferred that the pivot matrices throughout the process remain (upper or
lower) triangular [4,5] under a cyclic pivot strategy: a serial (e.g., the row or column
cyclic, with G0 triangular) or a parallel one (e.g., the modulus strategy, with G0 pre-
processed into the butterfly form [6]). With a strategy that has no periodic (cyclic)
pattern, the transformations cannot preserve the desired form of the pivot matrices,
and so neither a special form of G0, nor any simple form of each Ĝ is presumed here.
A given Ĝ is categorized as follows. If it is diagonal, then, in the hyperbolic case,
or where |gpp| ≥ |gqq| with jpp = jqq = 1, or |gpp| ≤ |gqq| with jpp = jqq =−1, let
Uˇ∗ =
[
e−i arg(gpp) 0
0 e−i arg(gqq)
]
, Vˇ =
[
1 0
0 1
]
= I2, (2.1)
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else, if |gpp|< |gqq| with jpp = jqq = 1, or |gpp|> |gqq| with jpp = jqq =−1, let
Uˇ∗ =
[
0 e−i arg(gqq)
e−i arg(gpp) 0
]
, Vˇ =
[
0 1
1 0
]
,
and complete the HSVD of Ĝ by computing Σ̂ = Û∗ĜV̂ , where Û∗ = Uˇ∗ and V̂ = Vˇ .
If Ĝ is not diagonal, get a triangular matrix G˜ by the column-pivoted QR fac-
torization with the row sorting, G˜′ = Q˜∗P˜∗r ĜP˜c, where G˜′ is upper triangular, Q˜∗ is
a single Givens rotation, while P˜∗r and P˜c are the row and the column permutations
(including identities), respectively. In the hyperbolic case, when P˜c 6= I2 and therefore
not Ĵ-unitary, an additional multiplication from the right by P˜− = P˜∗c cancels such an
illicit transformation and makes G˜′′ = G˜′P˜− upper antitriangular. In that case, a row
swap P˜∗h of G˜
′′ makes G˜′′′ = P˜∗h G˜
′′ lower triangular. Otherwise, P˜∗h = P˜− = I2 and
G˜′′′ = G˜′′ = G˜′.
If G˜′′′ is diagonal, postprocess it as above, substituting G˜′′′ for Ĝ, leading to
Û∗ = Uˇ∗P˜∗h Q˜
∗P˜∗r , V̂ = P˜cP˜−Vˇ .
Else, to get G˜ from G˜′′′ it remains to make the diagonal of G˜′′′ real and non-negative,
as G˜ = Uˇ∗+G˜′′′, with Uˇ∗+ computed by substituting G˜′′′ for Ĝ in (2.1). Now, G˜ is non-
diagonal, and upper triangular in the trigonometric case, while either upper or lower
triangular in the hyperbolic case. If G˜ is upper triangular, by construction it holds
g˜pp > g˜qq ≥ 0, g˜pp > |g˜pq|> 0, (2.2)
and, similarly, if it is lower triangular, it holds
g˜qq > g˜pp ≥ 0, g˜qq > |g˜qp|> 0. (2.3)
With G˜ formed, a unitary transformation (a plane rotation) U˜∗ and a Ĵ-unitary trans-
formation (a plane rotation with Ĵ = ±I2 or a hyperbolic rotation otherwise) V˜ are
sought for such that
U˜∗G˜V˜ = D˜ (2.4)
is diagonal. Finally, D˜ is postprocessed as above by substituting D˜ for Ĝ to obtain
Û∗ = Uˇ∗U˜∗Uˇ∗+P˜
∗
h Q˜
∗P˜∗r , V̂ = P˜cP˜−V˜Vˇ .
The same transformations U˜∗ and V˜ can be computed in two ways from the anni-
hilation condition (2.4), depending on the chosen order of the two matrix multiplica-
tions involved. In the following such order is fixed to (U˜∗G˜)V˜ .
In the case of a real G˜, the transformations U˜T and V˜ are computed similarly to
the complex case, but somewhat simpler. Therefore, the latter case is explained in
detail in subsection 2.1, while the former is only summarized in subsection 2.2.
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2.1 The complex case
The annihilation condition (2.4) can be written as[
cosϕ −e−iα sinϕ
eiα sinϕ cosϕ
][
g˜pp g˜pq
g˜qp g˜qq
][
cosψ eiβ sinψ
−e−iβ sinψ cosψ
]
=
[
g˜′pp 0
0 g˜′qq
]
, (2.5)
if jpp = jqq (the trigonometric case); or, if jpp =− jqq (the hyperbolic case),[
cosϕ −e−iα sinϕ
eiα sinϕ cosϕ
][
g˜pp g˜pq
g˜qp g˜qq
][
coshψ eiβ sinhψ
e−iβ sinhψ coshψ
]
=
[
g˜′pp 0
0 g˜′qq
]
. (2.6)
2.1.1 Trigonometric upper triangular case
The annihilation equation (2.5) leads to the following equations for ϕ , α , ψ , and
β , where all angles are assumed to be contained within 〈−pi,pi] (or within a shorter
subinterval, as follows):
(g˜ppeiα sinϕ+ g˜qp cosϕ)cosψ− (g˜pqeiα sinϕ+ g˜qq cosϕ)e−iβ sinψ = 0,
(g˜pp cosϕ− g˜qpe−iα sinϕ)eiβ sinψ+(g˜pq cosϕ− g˜qqe−iα sinϕ)cosψ = 0.
Assuming cosϕ > 0, cosψ > 0, and dividing the equations by cosϕ cosψ , it follows
(g˜ppeiα tanϕ+ g˜qp)− (g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq)e−iβ tanψ = 0,
(g˜pp− g˜qpe−iα tanϕ)eiβ tanψ+(g˜pq− g˜qqe−iα tanϕ) = 0.
Expressing tanψ from the first and the second equation yields
g˜ppeiα tanϕ+ g˜qp
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= e−iβ tanψ =
¯˜gqqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
¯˜gpp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ .
A simplified equation follows by observing that (2.2) holds and that g˜qp = 0,
g˜ppeiα tanϕ
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= e−iβ tanψ =
g˜qqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
g˜pp
, (2.7)
which, multiplied by eiβ , gives
g˜ppei(α+β ) tanϕ
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= tanψ =
g˜qqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
g˜ppe−iβ
,
i.e., an equation
g˜2ppe
iα tanϕ = (g˜pqe
iα tanϕ+ g˜qq)(g˜qqe
iα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq),
which can be simplified by substituting z for eiα tanϕ ,
g˜2ppz = (g˜pqz+ g˜qq)(g˜qqz− ¯˜gpq),
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and further simplified to a quadratic equation in z by substituting w for g˜pqg˜qq,
w¯−wz2 =−(g˜2pp+ |g˜pq|2− g˜2qq)z.
By expressing w as |w|ei argw, it follows
e−i argw|w|− ei argw|w|z2 =−(g˜2pp+ |g˜pq|2− g˜2qq)z,
what can be simplified by multiplying the equation by −2ei argw, substituting z˜ for
zei argw (then, z˜2 = z2ei2argw), and rearranging the terms, to get
−2|w|(1− z˜2) = (g˜2pp+ |g˜pq|2− g˜2qq)2z˜.
By grouping all the free terms on the left and expressing z˜ as |z˜|ei arg z˜ it follows
−2|w|
g˜2pp+ |g˜pq|2− g˜2qq
=
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
2|z˜|ei arg z˜
1− (|z˜|ei arg z˜)2 . (2.8)
Specifically, the left hand side of (2.8) is real, so the right hand side has to be real
as well. If the right hand side is multiplied by 1 = e−i arg z˜/e−i arg z˜, from the require-
ment that the new denominator is real since the new numerator is, it holds
(e−i arg z˜−|z˜|2ei arg z˜) ∈ R.
By taking the imaginary part of the above expression, it follows
−sin(arg z˜)(1+ |z˜|2) = 0,
i.e., sin(arg z˜) = 0, since the other factor is always positive. Therefore, arg z˜ = lpi for
some l ∈ Z, i.e., z˜ has to be real by itself. Then, from (2.8), dividing the numerator
and the denominator of the left hand side by g˜2pp, it follows
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
−2 |g˜pq|g˜pp
|g˜qq|
g˜pp
1+
( |g˜pq|
g˜pp
)2−( g˜qqg˜pp)2 =
−2xy
1+(x− y)(x+ y) = v; x =
|g˜pq|
g˜pp
, y =
g˜qq
g˜pp
.
If y= 0, then v= 0 and z˜= 0. Otherwise, v is finite and negative, and therefore |z˜| 6= 1.
The quadratic equation for z˜ has two real, distinct solutions when v 6= 0, given by
z˜± =
−1±√1+ v2
v
, (2.9)
where for z˜− it holds z˜− > 1, since
0< z˜− =−1v −
√
1+ v2
v
=
1
|v| (1+
√
1+ v2)> 1,
and for z˜+ it holds z˜+ < 0 and |z˜+|< 1, since
0> z˜+ =−1v +
√
1+ v2
v
=
1
|v| (1−
√
1+ v2)>
1
|v| (1−
√
(1− v)2) =−1.
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If z˜ = z˜+ is taken, where
z˜+ =
√
1+ v2−1
v
=
v
1+
√
1+ v2
, (2.10)
after multiplying by 1 = (
√
1+ v2+1)/(
√
1+ v2+1), then by observing that
z = e−i argwz˜ = eiα tanϕ,
it holds 0< | tanϕ|= |z˜|< 1. From (2.7) it follows that
u = e−iβ tanψ = yz−ξ ; ξ =
¯˜gpq
g˜pp
.
Note that | tanψ| can be obtained by taking |u|. Then,
cosϕ =
1√
1+ z˜2
, eiα sinϕ = zcosϕ; cosψ =
1√
1+ |u|2 , e
−iβ sinψ = ucosψ.
2.1.2 Hyperbolic upper triangular case
The annihilation equation (2.6) leads to the following equations for ϕ , α , ψ , and β ,
where ϕ , α , and β are assumed to be contained within 〈−pi,pi] (or within a shorter
subinterval, as follows):
(g˜ppeiα sinϕ+ g˜qp cosϕ)coshψ+(g˜pqeiα sinϕ+ g˜qq cosϕ)e−iβ sinhψ = 0,
(g˜pp cosϕ− g˜qpe−iα sinϕ)eiβ sinhψ+(g˜pq cosϕ− g˜qqe−iα sinϕ)coshψ = 0.
Assuming cosϕ > 0 and dividing the equations by cosϕ coshψ , it follows
(g˜ppeiα tanϕ+ g˜qp)+(g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq)e−iβ tanhψ = 0,
(g˜pp− g˜qpe−iα tanϕ)eiβ tanhψ+(g˜pq− g˜qqe−iα tanϕ) = 0.
Expressing tanhψ from the first and the second equation yields
− g˜ppe
iα tanϕ+ g˜qp
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= e−iβ tanhψ =
¯˜gqqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
¯˜gpp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ .
A simplified equation follows by observing that (2.2) holds and that g˜qp = 0,
−g˜ppeiα tanϕ
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= e−iβ tanhψ =
g˜qqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
g˜pp
, (2.11)
which, multiplied by eiβ , gives
−g˜ppei(α+β ) tanϕ
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= tanhψ =
g˜qqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
g˜ppe−iβ
,
i.e., an equation
−g˜2ppeiα tanϕ = (g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq)(g˜qqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq),
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which can be simplified by substituting z for eiα tanϕ ,
−g˜2ppz = (g˜pqz+ g˜qq)(g˜qqz− ¯˜gpq),
and further simplified to a quadratic equation in z by substituting w for g˜pqg˜qq,
w¯−wz2 = (g˜2pp−|g˜pq|2+ g˜2qq)z.
By expressing w as |w|ei argw, it follows
e−i argw|w|− ei argw|w|z2 = (g˜2pp−|g˜pq|2+ g˜2qq)z,
what can be simplified by multiplying the equation by 2ei argw, substituting z˜ for
zei argw (then, z˜2 = z2ei2argw), and rearranging the terms, to get
2|w|(1− z˜2) = (g˜2pp−|g˜pq|2+ g˜2qq)2z˜.
By grouping all the free terms on the left and expressing z˜ as |z˜|ei arg z˜ it follows
2|w|
g˜2pp−|g˜pq|2+ g˜2qq
=
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
2|z˜|ei arg z˜
1− (|z˜|ei arg z˜)2 .
As in subsection 2.1.1, it can be shown that z˜ is real. Dividing the numerator and
the denominator of the left hand side of the equation above by g˜2pp, it follows
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
2 |g˜pq|g˜pp
|g˜qq|
g˜pp
1−
( |g˜pq|
g˜pp
)2
+
(
g˜qq
g˜pp
)2 = 2xy1+(y− x)(y+ x) = v; x = |g˜pq|g˜pp , y = g˜qqg˜pp .
If x= 1 and y= 0, then v is not defined. Else, if y= 0, then v= 0 and z˜= 0. Otherwise,
v is finite and positive, and therefore |z˜| 6= 1. The quadratic equation for z˜ has two
distinct real solutions given by (2.9), where z˜− <−1, i.e., |z˜−|> 1, since
0> z˜− =−1v −
√
1+ v2
v
<−1
v
−1<−1,
and for z˜+ it holds 0< z˜+ < 1, i.e., |z˜+|< 1, since
0< z˜+ =−1v +
√
1+ v2
v
<−1
v
+
√
(1+ v)2
v
= 1.
If z˜ = z˜+ is taken as in (2.10), then by observing that
z = e−i argwz˜ = eiα tanϕ,
it holds 0< | tanϕ|= z˜< 1. From (2.11) it follows that
u = e−iβ tanhψ = yz−ξ , ξ =
¯˜gpq
g˜pp
.
Note that | tanhψ| can be obtained by taking |u|. Then,
|u|= | tanhψ|= |yz−ξ |.
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To bound |u| observe that arg(yz) = argξ , what can be shown by computing them as
arg(yz) = argz = arg(e−i argwz˜) =−argw =−arg(g˜pqg˜qq) = arg ¯˜gpq = argξ ,
since g˜pp and g˜qq are non-negative. From |yz|= y| tanϕ| and |ξ |= x then follows
yz−ξ = e−i argw(y| tanϕ|− x),
so | tanϕ|< 1 implies |u|= | tanhψ|= |y| tanϕ|− x|< 1. Finally,
cosϕ =
1√
1+ z˜2
, eiα sinϕ = zcosϕ; coshψ =
1√
1−|u|2 , e
−iβ sinhψ = ucoshψ.
2.1.3 Hyperbolic lower triangular case
Here g˜pq = 0, and by observing that (2.3) holds, from
− g˜ppe
iα tanϕ+ g˜qp
g˜pqeiα tanϕ+ g˜qq
= e−iβ tanhψ =
¯˜gqqeiα tanϕ− ¯˜gpq
¯˜gpp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ ,
it follows
− g˜ppe
iα tanϕ+ g˜qp
g˜qq
= e−iβ tanhψ =
g˜qqeiα tanϕ
g˜pp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ , (2.12)
which, multiplied by eiβ , gives
g˜ppeiα tanϕ+ g˜qp
−g˜qqe−iβ
= tanhψ =
g˜qqei(α+β ) tanϕ
g˜pp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ ,
i.e., an equation
−g˜2qqeiα tanϕ = (g˜ppeiα tanϕ+ g˜qp)(g˜pp− ¯˜gqpeiα tanϕ),
which can be simplified by substituting z for eiα tanϕ ,
−g˜2qqz = (g˜ppz+ g˜qp)(g˜pp− ¯˜gqpz),
and further simplified to a quadratic equation in z by substituting w for ¯˜gqpg˜pp,
w¯−wz2 =−(g˜2qq+ g˜2pp−|g˜qp|2)z.
By expressing w as |w|ei argw, it follows
e−i argw|w|− ei argw|w|z2 =−(g˜2qq+ g˜2pp−|g˜qp|2)z,
what can be simplified by multiplying the equation by −2ei argw, substituting z˜ for
zei argw (then, z˜2 = z2ei2argw), and rearranging the terms, to get
−2|w|(1− z˜2) = (g˜2qq+ g˜2pp−|g˜qp|2)2z˜.
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By grouping all the free terms on the left and expressing z˜ as |z˜|ei arg z˜ it follows
−2|w|
g˜2qq+ g˜2pp−|g˜qp|2
=
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
2|z˜|ei arg z˜
1− (|z˜|ei arg z˜)2 .
As in subsection 2.1.1, it can be shown that z˜ is real. Dividing the numerator and
the denominator of the left hand side of the equation above by g˜2qq, it follows
2z˜
1− z˜2 =
−2 |g˜qp|g˜qq
|g˜pp|
g˜qq
1+
(
g˜pp
g˜qq
)2−( |g˜qp|g˜qq )2 =
−2xy
1+(y− x)(y+ x) = v; x =
|g˜qp|
g˜qq
, y =
g˜pp
g˜qq
.
If x= 1 and y= 0, then v is not defined. Else, if y= 0, then v= 0 and z˜= 0. Otherwise,
v is finite and negative, and therefore |z˜| 6= 1. The quadratic equation for z˜ has two
distinct real solutions given by (2.9), where z˜− > 1, since
0< z˜− =−1v −
√
1+ v2
v
=
1
|v| (1+
√
1+ v2)> 1,
and for z˜+ it holds z˜+ < 0 and |z˜+|< 1, since
0> z˜+ =−1v +
√
1+ v2
v
=
1
|v| (1−
√
1+ v2)>
1
|v| (1−
√
(1− v)2) =−1.
If z˜ = z˜+ is taken as in (2.10), then by observing that
z = e−i argwz˜ = eiα tanϕ,
it holds 0< | tanϕ|= |z˜|< 1. From (2.12) it follows that
u = e−iβ tanhψ =−(yz+ξ ), ξ = g˜qp
g˜qq
.
Note that | tanhψ| can be obtained by taking |u|. Then,
|u|= | tanhψ|= |− (yz+ξ )|.
To bound |u|, observe that g˜pp and g˜qq are non-negative, so |ξ |= x and
argξ = arg g˜qp =−arg ¯˜gqp =−arg( ¯˜gqpg˜pp) =−argw,
while |yz|= y| tanϕ| and
arg(yz) = argz = arg(e−i argwz˜) = arg(−e−i argw|z˜|) = `pi− argw,
for ` ∈ {−1,1}, since z˜< 0. Then,
−(yz+ξ ) =−e−i argw(ei`piy| tanϕ|+ x) = e−i argw(y| tanϕ|− x),
so | tanϕ|< 1 implies |u|= | tanhψ|= |y| tanϕ|− x|< 1. Finally,
cosϕ =
1√
1+ z˜2
, eiα sinϕ = zcosϕ; coshψ =
1√
1−|u|2 , e
−iβ sinhψ = ucoshψ.
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2.2 The real case
The annihilation condition (2.4) can be written as[
cosϕ −sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ
][
g˜pp g˜pq
g˜qp g˜qq
][
cosψ sinψ
−sinψ cosψ
]
=
[
g˜′pp 0
0 g˜′qq
]
, (2.13)
if jpp = jqq (the trigonometric case); else, in the hyperbolic case, when jpp =− jqq,[
cosϕ −sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ
][
g˜pp g˜pq
g˜qp g˜qq
][
coshψ sinhψ
sinhψ coshψ
]
=
[
g˜′pp 0
0 g˜′qq
]
. (2.14)
2.2.1 Trigonometric upper triangular case
The annihilation equation (2.13), by observing that (2.2) holds with g˜qp = 0, leads to
g˜pp tanϕ
g˜pq tanϕ+ g˜qq
= tanψ =
g˜qq tanϕ− g˜pq
g˜pp
,
from which a quadratic equation for tanϕ is obtained as
−2g˜pqg˜qq
g˜2pp+ g˜2pq− g˜2qq
=
2tanϕ
1− tan2ϕ = tan(2ϕ).
If g˜qq = 0, then tan(2ϕ) = tanϕ = 0 and tanψ =−g˜pq/g˜pp, so | tanψ|< 1.
Otherwise, since g˜pp > g˜qq > 0 and g˜pp > |g˜pq|> 0, it holds g˜2pp+ g˜2pq− g˜2qq > 0
and | tan(2ϕ)|< ∞, where
tan(2ϕ) =
−2xy
1+(x− y)(x+ y) ; x =
g˜pq
g˜pp
, y =
g˜qq
g˜pp
,
from which | tanϕ|< 1 is computed. Then, tanψ = y tanϕ− x.
2.2.2 Hyperbolic upper triangular case
The annihilation equation (2.14), by observing that (2.2) holds with g˜qp = 0, leads to
−g˜pp tanϕ
g˜pq tanϕ+ g˜qq
= tanhψ =
g˜qq tanϕ− g˜pq
g˜pp
,
from which a quadratic equation for tanϕ is obtained as
2g˜pqg˜qq
g˜2pp+ g˜2qq− g˜2pq
=
2tanϕ
1− tan2ϕ = tan(2ϕ).
If g˜qq = 0, then if |g˜pq| 6= g˜pp it holds tan(2ϕ) = tanϕ = 0 and tanψ =−g˜pq/g˜pp, so
| tanhψ|< 1, else tan(2ϕ) and tanhψ are not defined.
Otherwise, since g˜pp > g˜qq > 0 and g˜pp > |g˜pq|> 0, it holds g˜2pp+ g˜2qq− g˜2pq > 0
and | tan(2ϕ)|< ∞, where
tan(2ϕ) =
2xy
1+(y− x)(y+ x) ; x =
g˜pq
g˜pp
, y =
g˜qq
g˜pp
,
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from which | tanϕ|< 1 is computed. Then, tanhψ = y tanϕ− x.
Since y> 0, sign(tan(2ϕ)) = sign(tanϕ) = signx, and | tanhψ|= |y tanϕ−x|, for
x> 0 it holds | tanhψ|= |y tanϕ−x|< 1, and for x< 0, | tanhψ|= ||x|−y| tanϕ||< 1,
so in both cases | tanϕ|< 1 implies | tanhψ|< 1.
2.2.3 Hyperbolic lower triangular case
Here g˜pq = 0, and by observing that (2.3) holds, from (2.14) it follows
g˜pp tanϕ+ g˜qp
−g˜qq = tanhψ =
g˜qq tanϕ
g˜pp− g˜qp tanϕ ,
from which a quadratic equation for tanϕ is obtained as
−2g˜ppg˜qp
g˜2qq+ g˜2pp− g˜2qp
=
2tanϕ
1− tan2ϕ = tan(2ϕ).
If g˜pp = 0, then if |g˜qp| 6= g˜qq it holds tan(2ϕ) = tanϕ = 0 and tanhψ = −g˜qp/g˜qq,
so | tanhψ|< 1, else tan(2ϕ) and tanhψ are not defined.
Otherwise, since g˜qq > g˜pp > 0 and g˜qq > |g˜qp|> 0, it holds g˜2qq+ g˜2pp− g˜2qp > 0,
and | tan(2ϕ)|< ∞, where
tan(2ϕ) =
−2xy
1+(y− x)(y+ x) ; x =
g˜qp
g˜qq
, y =
g˜pp
g˜qq
,
from which | tanϕ|< 1 is computed. Then, tanhψ =−(y tanϕ+ x).
Since y> 0, sign(tan(2ϕ)) = sign(tanϕ) =−signx, and | tanhψ|= |y tanϕ+ x|,
for x > 0 it holds | tanhψ| = |x− y| tanϕ|| < 1, and | tanhψ| = |y tanϕ−|x|| < 1 for
x< 0, so in both cases | tanϕ|< 1 implies | tanhψ|< 1.
2.3 Floating-point considerations
The reduction of Ĝ to the special form of G˜ is designed not only for the simplicity
of computing U˜∗ and V˜ , but for its accuracy in the floating-point arithmetic as well.
It is assumed throughout the paper that the floating-point arithmetic is not trapping
on an exception, with the rounding to nearest, the gradual underflow, and the fused
multiply-add (fma) operation available.
2.3.1 Arithmetic operations
One consideration is that many real-valued quantities in subsections 2.1 and 2.2 are
obtained by the expressions of the form a ·b+c, and should be computed by a single
fma, i.e., with a single rounding.
Expressions of the form 2xy should be computed as (2a)b, where a = min{x,y}
and b = max{x,y}, to avoid some of the possible underflows should the intermediate
result be obtained otherwise.
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Regrettably, there is no widespread hardware support for the correctly rounded
reciprocal square root (i.e., 1/
√
x) operation. Therefore, the computation of a cosine
involves at least three roundings: from the fused multiply-add operation to obtain the
argument of the square root, from the square root itself, and from taking the recip-
rocal value. Instead of the cosines, the respective secants can be computed with two
roundings, without taking the reciprocals. Then, in all affected formulas the multi-
plications by the cosines can be replaced by the respective divisions by the secants.
Such an approach is slower than the usual one, but more accurate in the worst case.
There is no standardized way to accurately compute d = a · b+ c with some or
all values being complex. However, the real fused multiply-add operation can be
employed as in the CUDA [17, cuComplex.h header] implementation of the complex
arithmetic for an efficient, accurate, and reproducible computation of d as
Re(d) = fma(Re(a),Re(b),fma(− Im(a), Im(b),Re(c))),
Im(d) = fma(Re(a), Im(b),fma( Im(a),Re(b), Im(c))),
when a, b, and c are complex. Otherwise, when a is real,
Re(d) = fma(a,Re(b),Re(c)), Im(d) = fma(a, Im(b), Im(c)),
and when a is non-zero and purely imaginary,
Re(d) = fma(− Im(a), Im(b),Re(c)), Im(d) = fma(Im(a),Re(b), Im(c)).
Such operations can be implemented explicitly by the IEEE FMA Fortran 2018 [8]
intrinsic, or implicitly, by relying on the compiler to emit the appropriate fma in-
structions. By an abuse of notation, fma(a,b,c) in the following stand for both the
real-valued and the above complex-valued operations, depending on the context.
With a and b complex, a multiplication a ·b can be expressed as fma(a,b,c) with
c = 0 and implemented as such, in a reproducible way, but simplified by converting
all real fma operations involving a component of c to real multiplications.
A trigonometric rotation, if it is to be applied from the left, can be written as[
cosφ ±e±iγ sinφ
∓e∓iγ sinφ cosφ
]
=
[
cosφ 0
0 cosφ
][
1 ±e±iγ tanφ
∓e∓iγ tanφ 1
]
=C ·T,
and similarly, if the rotation is to be applied from the right,
T ·C =
[
1 ±e±iγ tanφ
∓e∓iγ tanφ 1
][
cosφ 0
0 cosφ
]
=
[
cosφ ±e±iγ sinφ
∓e∓iγ sinφ cosφ
]
.
A multiplication by T can be realized by a single fma per an element of the result,
while the subsequent scaling by C can be converted to divisions by the corresponding
secants. A similar factorization holds for a hyperbolic rotation. For the reasons of de-
terminacy and simplicity of the scaling (see subsection 2.3.2), the left (trigonometric)
rotation is always applied to G˜ before the right (trigonometric or hyperbolic) rotation.
For a complex number z 6= 0 it holds ei argz = z/|z|. However, |z| can overflow,
so z/|z| might not then be computed as such. The magnitude of z can also pose a
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problem, e.g., in computing the norms of the columns of Ĝ for the column pivoting
in the QR factorization. There,∥∥[a b]T ∥∥F =√|a|2+ |b|2 = |c|, c = |a|+ i|b|,
so it has to be ensured, by an appropriate prescaling of Ĝ, that |a|, |b|, and |c| do
not overflow. A similar concern is addressed in the xLARTG LAPACK routines, but
for efficiency it is advisable to avoid the overhead of function calls in the innermost
computational routines. At the same time, to avoid computing with the subnormal
(components of) numbers, Ĝ could be upscaled when no overflow can occur. There-
fore, to mitigate all potential overflow and as many underflow issues as possible,
either the following prescaling of Ĝ, and the corresponding postscaling of the result-
ing Σ̂ , should be employed, or, without any scaling needed, the entire computation of
the 2× 2 HSVD should be performed in a floating-point datatype at least as precise
as the type of (the components of) the elements of Ĝ, but with a wider exponent range
(e.g., in the Intel’s 80-bit, hardware supported extended precision datatype).
With b and c complex, such that c 6= 0 and |c| does not overflow, a division b/c can
rely on the compiler’s implementation, or can be expressed, e.g., as b/c = (a ·b)/|c|,
with a = c¯/|c| and reproducibility guaranteed if |c| and a ·b are reproducible.
The 2×2 HSVD computation can therefore be made reproducible in the complex
case if taking the absolute value is. In the real case, reproducibility is guaranteed.
2.3.2 Exact scalings
Down- and up-scalings of Ĝ can be made exact, without any loss of precision, by
decreasing, or respectively increasing, the exponents of (the components of) the el-
ements only, i.e., by multiplying the values by an integer power of two, leaving the
significands intact. Let µ be the exponent of the smallest positive normalized floating-
point number (for DOUBLE PRECISION, µ = −1022), and ν be the exponent of the
largest finite floating-point number (ν = 1023 for the aforementioned datatype).
Scalings of a real Ĝ are performed as follows. Define m and M as the exponents
m = min{expfl(|gˆpp|),expfl(|gˆqp|),expfl(|gˆpq|),expfl(|gˆqq|)},
M = max{expfl(|gˆpp|′),expfl(|gˆqp|′),expfl(|gˆpq|′),expfl(|gˆqq|′)},
where expfl(0) = 0, expfl(NaN) = expfl(∞) = ν + 1, expfl(a) = blg |a|c for a finite
a 6= 0, and b′ is the first successor of a non-negative floating-point value b towards ∞.
If M > ν , then Ĝ contains a non-finite element, and no further processing may
occur. If M = ν , downscaling is required and upscaling must not happen. Then, let
s = −1 and Ĝs = 2sĜ. Else, M < ν and let s˜ = max{µ −m,0}. Then, s˜ is positive
if and only if Ĝ contains a non-zero subnormal element. Also, let sˆ = ν − 1−M. If
s˜≥ sˆ, then sˆ is an admissible upscaling exponent, unless
2sˆ max{|gˆpp|′, |gˆqp|′, |gˆpq|′, |gˆqq|′} ≥ 2ν ,
when sˆ = ν−2−M should be taken. Else, if s˜< sˆ, then s˜ is an admissible upscaling
exponent. Let s be such an admissible upscaling exponent (either sˆ or s˜), that raises
the magnitudes of the elements of Ĝ as much as possible. Then, Ĝs = 2
sĜ.
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In any case, Ĝs is subject to the same procedure described for the HSVD of Ĝ,
resulting in Σ̂s. To finalize the computation, Σ̂ is obtained as Σ̂ = 2−sΣ̂s. Note that in
the hyperbolic case the hyperbolic secant has to be scaled by 2s before applying the
hyperbolic transformation, and no further backscaling is then needed.
Scalings of a complex Ĝ are more involved. Let Ĝa be a real matrix with elements
that are the magnitudes of the corresponding elements of Ĝ. If an element of Ĝa is
NaN, the computation stops. Else, if no element of Ĝa is ∞, let s´ = 0. Else, either an
overflow in the magnitude computation has happened, or an element of Ĝ itself has
an infinite component. In the latter case, the computation stops. In the former case,
a downscaling by 2s´, s´ = −1 is required. Let Ĝ′ = 2s´Ĝ, and recompute Ĝ′a if s´ 6= 0.
Then, Ĝ′a is subject to the same scaling as would be in the real case, described above,
resulting in s`. The final scaling of Ĝ is 2sˇ, with sˇ = s`+ s´.
3 Row and column transformations
If V̂k is not defined, the algorithm stops. Else, having computed Û∗k , Σ̂k, and V̂k for a
transformation candidate with the pivot indices pk and qk, the pkth and the qkth row
of Gk−1 are transformed by multiplying them from the left by Û∗k ,[
G′k−1(pk, :)
G′k−1(qk, :)
]
= Û∗k
[
Gk−1(pk, :)
Gk−1(qk, :)
]
.
Then, Gk is obtained from G′k−1 after transforming the pkth and the qkth column of
G′k−1 by multiplying them from the right by Vk,[
Gk(:, pk) Gk(; ,qk)
]
=
[
G′k−1(:, pk) G
′
k−1(:,qk)
]
Vk,
and setting Gk(pk, pk) to the first diagonal element of Σ̂k, Gk(qk,qk) to the second one
(in both cases reusing the possibly more accurate hyperbolic singular values from the
HSVD of Ĝ then those computed by the row and column transformations of Gk),
while explicitly zeroing out Gk(pk,qk) and Gk(qk, pk).
If the left and right (hyperbolic) singular vectors are desired, in a similar way as
above the current approximations of U∗ and V are updated by Û∗k and V̂k, respectively.
3.1 Effects of a hyperbolic transformation
If V̂k is unitary, the transformed Gk has its square of the off-diagonal Frobenius norm
reduced by |Gk−1(qk, pk)|2 + |Gk−1(pk,qk)|2 ≥ 0. If V̂k is Ĵk-unitary, Ĵk 6= ±I2, the
following Lemma 3.1 sets the bounds to the change of the square of the Frobenius
norm of the pkth and the qkth column.
Lemma 3.1 If x and y are complex vectors of length n, such that
∥∥[x y]∥∥F > 0, and[
x′ y′
]
=
[
x y
][ coshψ eiβ sinhψ
e−iβ sinhψ coshψ
]
,
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then
cosh(2ψ)−|sinh(2ψ)| ≤
∥∥[x′ y′]∥∥2F∥∥[x y]∥∥2F ≤ cosh(2ψ)+ |sinh(2ψ)|.
Proof Let, for 1≤ `≤ n, γ` = arg(x`) and δ` = arg(y`). Then,[
x` y`
]
=
[
eiγ` |x`| eiδ` |y`|
]
= eiγ`
[|x`| ei(δ`−γ`)|y`|]= eiδ` [ei(γ`−δ`)|x`| |y`|] .
Using the second equality, from the matrix multiplication it follows
x′` = e
iγ`(|x`|coshψ+ ei(δ`−γ`−β )|y`|sinhψ),
and using the third equality, from the matrix multiplication it follows
y′` = e
iδ`(ei(γ`−δ`+β )|x`|sinhψ+ |y`|coshψ).
Since |e−iγ`x′`|= |x′`| and |e−iδ`y′`|= |y′`| and cos(−φ) = cosφ , it holds
|x′`|2 = (|x`|coshψ+ cos(δ`− γ`−β )|y`|sinhψ)2+(sin(δ`− γ`−β )|y`|sinhψ)2
= |x`|2 cosh2ψ+ |y`|2 sinh2ψ+ cos(δ`− γ`−β )|x`||y`|2coshψ sinhψ,
|y′`|2 = (cos(γ`−δ`+β )|x`|sinhψ+ |y`|coshψ)2+(sin(γ`−δ`+β )|x`|sinhψ)2
= |x`|2 sinh2ψ+ |y`|2 cosh2ψ+ cos(δ`− γ`−β )|x`||y`|2coshψ sinhψ.
After grouping the terms, the square of the Frobenius norm of the new `th row is∥∥[x′` y′`]∥∥2F = |x′`|2+ |y′`|2 = (cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ)(|x`|2+ |y`|2)
+2cos(δ`− γ`−β )|x`||y`|2coshψ sinhψ.
(3.1)
Summing the left side of the equation (3.1) over all ` one obtains∥∥[x′ y′]∥∥2F = n∑`
=1
(|x′`|2+ |y′`|2) ,
what is equal to the right side of the equation (3.1), summed over all `,
n
∑`
=1
(
(cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ)(|x`|2+ |y`|2)+2ζ`|x`||y`|2coshψ sinhψ
)
,
where −1 ≤ ζ` = cos(δ`− γ`−β ) ≤ 1, so |ζ`| ≤ 1. The last sum can be split into a
non-negative part and the remaining part of an arbitrary sign,
(cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ)
n
∑`
=1
(|x`|2+ |y`|2)+2coshψ sinhψ
n
∑`
=1
2ζ`|x`||y`|.
Using the triangle inequality, and observing that ∑n`=1(|x`|2+ |y`|2) =
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F , this
value can be bounded above by
(cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ)
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F +2coshψ|sinhψ| n∑`
=1
2|x`||y`|,
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and below by
(cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ)
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F −2coshψ|sinhψ| n∑`
=1
2|x`||y`|,
where both bounds can be simplified by the identities cosh2ψ+ sinh2ψ = cosh(2ψ)
and 2coshψ|sinhψ| = |sinh(2ψ)|. By the inequality of arithmetic and geometric
means it holds 2|x`||y`| ≤ (|x`|2+ |y`|2), so a further upper bound is reached as
cosh(2ψ)
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F + |sinh(2ψ)|∥∥[x y]∥∥2F ,
and a further lower bound as
cosh(2ψ)
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F −|sinh(2ψ)|∥∥[x y]∥∥2F ,
what, after grouping the terms and dividing by
∥∥[x y]∥∥2F , concludes the proof. uunionsq
The bounds proven in Lemma 3.1 are refined in the following Corollary 3.1.
Corollary 3.1 In the lower or the upper bound established in Lemma 3.1 the equality
is attainable if and only if y = ±eiβx or ψ = 0. The lower bound is always positive
but at most unity, and the upper bound is at least unity.
Proof Note that cosh(2ψ)+ |sinh(2ψ)| ≥ cosh(2ψ)≥ 1, and
1 = cosh2(2ψ)− sinh2(2ψ) = (cosh(2ψ)−|sinh(2ψ)|) · (cosh(2ψ)+ |sinh(2ψ)|)
≥ cosh(2ψ)−|sinh(2ψ)|> 0.
If ψ = 0, the equalities in the bounds established in Lemma 3.1 hold trivially. Also,
if both equalities hold simultaneously, ψ = 0.
The inequality of arithmetic and geometric means in the proof of Lemma 3.1
turns into equality if and only if |x`|= |y`| for all `. When |x`||y`| 6= 0, it has to hold
ζ`= ζ , where ζ =±sign(sinhψ), to reach the upper or the lower bound, respectively.
From ζ = ±1 it follows δ` = γ` + β + lpi for a fixed l ∈ Z, i.e., x` = eiγ` |x`| and
y` = ±eiβ eiγ` |x`|, so y` = ±eiβ x` for all `. Conversely, y = ±eiβx implies, for all `,
that |x`|= |y`| and ζ` is a constant ζ =±1, so one of the two bounds is reached. uunionsq
Another observation is that the norm of the transformed columns depends both
on the norm of the original columns, as well as on the hyperbolic transformation
applied. Therefore,ψ of a relatively large magnitude does not by itself pose a problem
if the original columns have a modest norm. And contrary, even ψ of a relatively
small magnitude can—and in practice, will—cause the columns’ elements of a huge
magnitude, should such exist, to overflow in the finite machine arithmetic.
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3.2 Weight of a transformation candidate
Let off2F(A) be the square of the off-diagonal Frobenuis norm of A ∈ Fn×n, i.e.,
off2F(A) =
n
∑
j=1
n
∑
i=1
i6= j
|ai j|2 = ‖A−diag(a11, . . . ,ann)‖2F .
The following Theorem 3.1 deals with the amount of change off2F(Gk−1)−off2F(Gk).
Theorem 3.1 For k such that 1≤ k ≤ N and wk = off2F(Gk−1)−off2F(Gk) it holds
wk = |Gk−1(qk, pk)|2+ |Gk−1(pk,qk)|2+hk, (3.2)
where hk = 0 and wk is non-negative if Vk is unitary. Otherwise, for hk holds
hk =
n
∑
i=1
i/∈{pk,qk}
(
(|Gk−1(i, pk)|2−|Gk(i, pk)|2)+(|Gk−1(i,qk)|2−|Gk(i,qk)|2)
)
, (3.3)
and wk can be negative, positive, or zero.
Proof When Vk is unitary, the statement of the Theorem 3.1 is a well-known property
of the Kogbetliantz algorithm, and a consequence of U∗k also being unitary, as well as
the Frobenius norm being unitary invariant.
Else, if Vk is not unitary, then observe that the elements of Gk at the pivot po-
sitions (i.e., having their indices taken from the set {pk,qk}) do not contribute to
off2F(Gk), since the off-diagonal elements at those positions are zero. The change
from off2F(Gk−1) to off
2
F(Gk) is therefore the sum of squares of the magnitudes of
those elements, plus any change (hk) happening outside the pivot positions, as in (3.2).
The left transformation is unitary, and therefore the only two rows affected, pkth
and qkth, shortened to have the pivot elements removed, keep their joint Frobenius
norm unchanged from Gk−1 to G
′
k−1. Since the right transformation affects only the
pkth and the qkth column, either of which intersect the pkth and the qkth row in the
pivot positions only, there is no further change from off2F(G
′
k−1) to off
2
F(Gk) when
the off-diagonal norm is restricted to the shortened and transformed rows, so a con-
tribution to hk from the left transformation is zero.
Therefore, only the right transformation is responsible for the value of hk, which
can be bounded by Lemma 3.1, applied to the computed hyperbolic transformation
V̂k and the pkth and the qkth column with the pivot elements removed from them. The
square of the joint Frobenius norm of the shortened columns might either fall or rise
after the transformation, due to Corollary 3.1. If it falls, hk and thus wk is positive.
If it rises, depending on the hyperbolic angle ψ and on the off-diagonal elements, hk
can become negative and so large in magnitude to push wk down to zero or below.
For example, let 0< ε  1 and observe that in the real case
Ĝk =
[
1 ε−1
0 0
]
=⇒ tanhψ = 1−ε =⇒ coshψ = 1√
ε(2− ε) ,sinhψ =
1− ε√
ε(2− ε)
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(see subsection 2.2.2), with sinhψ positive. Let a and b lie in pkth and the qkth col-
umn, respectively, in a row ` /∈ {pk,qk}, and let the other non-pivot elements be zero.
Then a and b are transformed as
a˜ = acoshψ+bsinhψ = (a+(1− ε)b)/
√
ε(2− ε),
b˜ = asinhψ+bcoshψ = (a(1− ε)+b)/
√
ε(2− ε).
If a = b = 1, then a˜ = b˜ =
√
2− ε/√ε , so
a2− a˜2+b2− b˜2 = 4(ε−1)/ε ≈−4/ε,
what is by magnitude far greater than 02+ |ε−1|2 ≈ 1, thus wk < 0. Oppositely,
Ĝk =
[
1 1− ε
0 0
]
=⇒ tanhψ = ε−1 =⇒ coshψ = 1√
ε(2− ε) ,sinhψ =
ε−1√
ε(2− ε) ,
with sinhψ negative, while a˜ and b˜ are
a˜ = (a+(ε−1)b)/
√
ε(2− ε), b˜ = (a(ε−1)+b)/
√
ε(2− ε).
If a = b = 1, then a˜ = b˜ =
√
ε/
√
2− ε , so
a2− a˜2+b2− b˜2 = 4(1− ε)/(2− ε)≈ 2,
thus wk > 0. Finally, let a 6= 0 and b = 0. Then
a2− a˜2+b2− b˜2 = a2(1− cosh2ψ− sinh2ψ) =−2a2 sinh2ψ.
Let Ûk = I2 and Σ̂k = aI2. Then Ĝk = aV̂
−1
k . Setting
V̂−1k =
[√
2 −1
−1 √2
]
=⇒ Ĝk =
[
a
√
2 −a
−a a√2
]
, V̂k =
[√
2 1
1
√
2
]
, sinhψ = 1,
so the sum of squares of the off-diagonal elements of Ĝk is 2a2 and thus wk = 0. uunionsq
A sequence of matrices (Gk)k≥0 converges to a diagonal form if and only if
(off2F(Gk))k≥0 tends to zero. The sequence (off
2
F(Gk))k≥0 does not have to be mono-
tonically decreasing, i.e., wk can be negative for some k in the HSVD case, unlike
in the ordinary Kogbetliantz algorithm. That significantly complicates any reasoning
about convergence in theory, and attainment of (a satisfactory rate of) convergence
in practice. To aid the latter, the pivot weights wk from (3.2) should be kept as high
as possible, by a careful choice of the pivot submatrix among all admissible trans-
formation candidates in each step. In the SVD computation, choosing a candidate
with the maximal weight guarantees convergence [18], and is trivially accomplished
since the weights are directly computable, due to hk = 0. In the hyperbolic case, hk
from (3.3) cannot be known in advance, without performing the right (column) trans-
formation, and it cannot be estimated (roughly, due to Corollary 3.1) by means of
Lemma 3.1 without computing the associated V̂k and occasionally recomputing the
column norms, what is of the same linear complexity as transforming those columns.
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The computation of hk is therefore preferable to an estimation. In each step, it has
to be performed for all admissible transformation candidates, and non-trivially for all
indices p and q such that p < q, jpp 6= jqq, and the associated V̂k 6= I2 (if V̂k is not
defined, let hk = −∞ instead of halting), i.e., at most n20/4 times, if J0 has the same
number of positive and negative signs. The left transformation by Û∗k is not needed
here, so only the right one by V̂k has to have a virtual variant, that does not change
the elements of Gk−1, but for each row i /∈ {p,q} computes what would Gk(i, p) and
Gk(i,q) be from Gk−1(i, p), Gk−1(i,q), and V̂k, and updates hk using (3.3). That can
be done accurately by applying twice for each i /∈ {p,q} the accumulation rule
ρ :=ρ+(a2− a˜2) = fma(a− a˜,a+ a˜,ρ),
once for a = |Gk−1(i, p)| and a˜ = |Gk(i, p)|, and again for a = |Gk−1(i,q)| and a˜ =
|Gk(i,q)|. If ρ is initialized to the sum of squares of the magnitudes of the off-
diagonal elements of Ĝk instead of to zero, then the final ρ is wk instead of hk.
All virtual transformations in a step are mutually independent, so they should be
performed in parallel. With enough memory available (O(n30) in parallel), the com-
puted elements of Û∗k , V̂k, and Gk could be stored, separately for each virtual trans-
formation, and reused if the corresponding candidate has been selected as a pivot.
Sequentially, only the data (O(n0) values) of a candidate with the maximal weight
should be stored. In the tested prototype of the algorithm the virtual transformations
are performed in parallel, but all data generated, save the weights, are discarded.
It now emerges that each step requires at least O(n20), and at most O(n
3
0) op-
erations just for computing all wk. The complexity of the whole HSVD algorithm
is therefore quartic in n0 in the general case, far worse than the usual cubic algo-
rithms for the ordinary SVD. It is legitimate to ask what impedes development of a
Kogbetliantz-type HSVD algorithm with a cubic complexity. For that, the pivot strat-
egy should either ignore the weights and select the pivots in a prescribed order (as,
e.g., the row-cyclic or the column-cyclic serial pivot strategies do), or compute all
weights in a step with no more than a quadratic number of operations (e.g., by ignor-
ing hk in (3.2) and calculating the rest of wk). Either approach works well sometimes,
but the former failed in the numerical experiments when n0 went up to 2000, and the
latter even with n0 around 100, both with a catastrophic increase (overflow) of the
off-diagonal norm. It remains an open question whether employing in both cases a
much wider floating-point datatype (precision-wise as well as exponent-wise) could
save the computation and eventually lead to convergence, but that is of more inter-
est to theory than practice. The pivot strategy motivated here and described in detail
in section 4, however slow, is designed to keep the growth of the off-diagonal norm
minimal when it is unavoidable, and is usable in practice for the matrix orders of up
to a few thousands. A faster but at least equally safe pivot strategy would make the
algorithm competitive in performance with the one-sided hyperbolic Jacobi method.
It is remarkable that the extensive numerical tests conducted with many variants
of the parallel blocked one-sided hyperbolic Jacobi method, all of them with some
prescribed cyclic pivot strategy, either on CPU [23,24] or on GPU [15,16], have
never shown an indication of a dangerous off-diagonal norm growth, even though the
hyperbolic angle of a 2×2 transformation might be of a large magnitude there as well,
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at least in theory. It may be interesting to look further into why that did not happen
(and probably is hard to make happen) in practice, unlike with the Kogbetliantz-type
algorithm, which requires such a complex pivot strategy to reduce the norm growth.
3.3 Floating-point considerations
A sum of squares from (3.2) can overflow, as well as each of the squares. Then,
wk = ∞, and all such weights are equal. A dynamic rescaling of the whole Gk−1
by an appropriate power of two could mitigate that issue, but with a risk that the
smallest values by magnitude become subnormal and lose precision. However, should
the weights be computed in a wide enough floating-point datatype (e.g., using the
Intel’s 80-bit extended), no overflow could occur. Similarly, one or both squares can
underflow (a fact to be relied upon in section 5) to a point of becoming zero(s). Then,
if hk = 0, the only way of avoiding wk = 0, without computing in a wider datatype, is
scaling Gk−1 upwards, thus risking overflow of the largest elements by magnitude.
There is no rule of thumb how to properly prescale G0, so that such issues, as well
as the potential overflows due to the hyperbolic transformations, do not needlessly
occur. Monitoring the computed weights can indicate should the latter problems be
immediately avoided by downscaling Gk−1. In the tested prototype of the algorithm
the dynamic scaling of the whole matrix, unlike the scaling from subsection 2.3.2,
has not been implemented, but should otherwise be if robustness is paramount.
4 Dynamic pivot selection based on weights
A dynamic pivot strategy (DPS in short) based on block weights was introduced in [2]
for the two-sided block-Jacobi SVD algorithm (as the block-Kogbetliantz algorithm
is also called), while the global and the asymptotic quadratic convergence of such a
coupling was proven in [18] for the serial (a single block pair per step) and the parallel
(multiple block pairs per step) annihilation. As the pointwise Jacobi algorithms are
but a special case of the block ones, when the blocks (matrices) contain only one,
scalar element, all properties of the dynamic pivoting hold in that context as well.
However, a DPS used in the pointwise Kogbetliantz-type HSVD algorithm dif-
fers in several aspects from the one for the SVD. A weight, i.e., the amount of the
off-diagonal norm reduction, in the latter is finite (up to a possible floating-point
overflow) and non-negative, while in the former it can be of arbitrary sign and infi-
nite. Yet, the goal in both cases is the same: to reduce the off-diagonal norm in each
step as much as possible. In the latter the off-diagonal norm growth is impossible,
while in the former it is sometimes necessary, but is still kept as low as practicable.
Another important difference is in handling a situation when some or all weights
are the same. In the former, a concept of augmented weight is introduced, as follows.
Definition 4.1 Let the weight of a 2×2 submatrix of Gk−1 at the intersection of the
pth and the qth row with the pth and the qth column be computed according to (3.2)
if that submatrix is a transformation candidate. Else, if the submatrix does not need
to be transformed, or cannot be transformed due to at least one its elements being
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non-finite, define its weight as a quiet NaN. Let a triple w[k]pq = (w, p,q) be called an
augmented weight, where w is the weight of the submatrix induced by (p,q). Also,
let wk = {w[k]pq | 1≤ p< q≤ n0} be the set of all augmented weights in the kth step.
For any given k, a total order  can be defined on the augmented weights that
makes all of them distinct, even though the weights themselves may be equal.
Definition 4.2 Let, for some k, a and b be two augmented weights in wk, and let them
be considered equal, i.e., a = b if and only if a.w = b.w, a.p = b.p, and a.q = b.q.
Contrary to the usual definition of NaN, in this context let NaN= NaN and NaN< c for
any other c. Let  be the union of the relations ≺ and =, where a≺ b if and only if
1. a.w> b.w, or
2. a.w = b.w and a.q−a.p> b.q−b.p, or
3. a.w = b.w, a.q−a.p = b.q−b.p, and a.q> b.q.
Proposition 4.1 The relation  from Definition 4.2 makes wk well ordered; specifi-
cally, every non-empty subset of wk, including wk, has a unique -smallest element.
Proof It is easy to verify that  is a total order on wk. Since wk is finite, it is well
ordered by. If all weights in S, /0 6= S⊆wk, are different, the smallest element is the
one with the largest weight (due to condition 1 from Definition 4.2). The quantities
a.q− a.p and b.q− b.p indicate a band, i.e., a sub/super-diagonal of Gk−1 at which
(q, p) and (p,q) lie, respectively, with the main diagonal being band 0. If several
elements of S have the same maximal weight, the smallest element is the one among
them in the farthest band (condition 2). If more than one such element exists, the
smallest is the one lying lowest, i.e., with the largest column index (condition 3). uunionsq
The following Corollary 4.1 is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.1 and defines
the DPS in the sequential case, i.e., when only one pivot is transformed in each step.
Corollary 4.1 Let w˜k = wk \ {a | a.w = NaN} be a set of augmented weights such
that the weights themselves are not NaN. If w˜k = /0, no transformations are possible
and the algorithm stops with N = k. Else, let aˆ be the -smallest element of w˜k. If
aˆ.w = −∞, no transformation is valid and the algorithm halts with an error. Else,
(aˆ.p, aˆ.q) are the indices of a single pivot to be chosen in the kth step.
Finding the smallest element of w˜k is linear in c = |w˜k|, i.e., at most quadratic in
n0, if a naı¨ve method is used. However, any t disjoint subsets of w˜k, each of them of
size at most dc/te and at least one less that, can be linearly searched for their smallest
elements, all of them in parallel. The smallest elements thus found can in turn be
-reduced in parallel with dlog2 te complexity to get the smallest element overall.
Furthermore, observe that only the weights in the pivot rows and columns change
after a step. Then, in the next step, the weights in the changed positions have to be
recomputed and compared with the unchanged weights in the remaining part of the
matrix, for which the -smallest element can already be found in the previous step.
Therefore, in each step two elements of w˜k have to be found: the -smallest one a,
and its closest-successor b such that {a.p,a.q}∩{b.p,b.q}= /0. Finding such a and
b would be easiest if w˜k would have already been sorted -ascendingly. But if such
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a and b are found, they define two pivots that can both be transformed in parallel,
i.e., in a multi-step of length two. Repeating the observation of this paragraph, both a
sketch of a method and an argument for the parallel DPS emerges, where a sequence
of pivots, all with their indices disjoint, is incrementally built to be transformed in
a multi-step. The case of a single pivot per step is here abandoned in favor of the
parallel, multi-step case, albeit it can be noticed that some pivots in such a multi-step
can lead to the off-diagonal norm growth when the -smallest one does not. The
sequential case is thus locally (i.e., in each step, but not necessarily globally) optimal
with respect to the change of the off-diagonal norm, but the parallel one may not be.
4.1 DPS in a multi-step case
For a multi-step k, let the augmented weights w[k]pq and the set wk of them be defined as
in Definition 4.1, with the smallest k ∈ k. Definition 4.2, Proposition 4.1, and Corol-
lary 4.1 are then modified accordingly. Also, let ŵk be a -ascendingly sorted array
of the elements of w˜k \ {a | a.w = −∞}. An option to get ŵk from w˜k is the paral-
lel merge sort. In the prototype implementation, the Baudet–Stevenson odd-even sort
with merge-splitting of the subarrays [1] is used, since it is simple and keeps dt/2e
tasks active at any given time, even though its worst-case complexity is quadratic.
Both choices require a work array of c augmented weights, but that scratch space can
be reused elsewhere. For t = 1, the standard C [7] quicksort routine is applicable.
Definition 4.3 Let Sk be the set of all -ascending sequences of length at most |k|
of the augmented weights from ŵk with non-intersecting indices, i.e., of all (not nec-
essarily contiguous) subarrays of ŵk of length at most |k|, such that for any two
elements a and b from a subarray holds {a.p,a.q}∩{b.p,b.q} = /0. Let Sk ∈ Sk be
arbitrary, m≥ 1 be the length of Sk, and define the following functions of Sk,
w(Sk) =
m
∑`
=1
Sk(`).w, o(Sk) = (l` | Sk(`) = ŵk(l`))m`=1,
as its weight and as a sequence of indices that its elements have in ŵk, respectively.
It suffices to restrict Definition 4.3 to the sequences of length m > 0 only, since
|ŵk|= 0 implies that no valid transformations are possible, and the execution halts.
Definition 4.4 Let |k|, ŵk, and ` such that 1 ≤ ` ≤ |ŵk| be given. Then, a parallel
ordering O`k ∈ Sk is the sequence of maximal length, but not longer than |k|, such that
O`k(1) = ŵk(τ1), with τ1 = `, and O
`
k(l) = ŵk(τl) for l > 1, where τl is the smallest
index of an element of ŵk such that
{ŵk(τl).p, ŵk(τl).q}∩{ŵk(τi).p, ŵk(τi).q}= /0, (4.1)
for all τi such that 1 ≤ i < l. If O`k is of length |k|, it is denoted by PO`k. A parallel
DPS is a pivot strategy that for each k finds O`k, given an admissible `.
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Given an admissible `, O`k from Definition 4.4 exists and is unique. Let its length
be m`. Then, o(O`k) = (τl)
m`
l=1. Taking the maximal m` possible reflects an important
choice of having most possible pivots per each multi-step transformed in parallel,
even though it might imply that w(O`k) is smaller than it would have been if only the
first m′` < m` augmented weights were left in O
`
k. Also, |k| should be considered to
stand for the desired number of steps in k, until a parallel ordering has been found as
described below and the actual, maybe lower, number of steps has been determined.
Definition 4.5 A locally optimal ordering is a parallel ordering O`k, for an admissible
`, such that w(O`k)≥ w(Olk) for all admissible l, and o(O`k)6 o(Olk), where 6 is the
lexicographic order of the integer sequences of length at most |k|. Let such O`k be
denoted by LO`k. A locally optimal DPS is a pivot strategy that for each k finds LO
`
k.
Local optimality in Definition 4.5 refers to optimality in each multi-step sepa-
rately. A locally optimal ordering exists and is unique. For |k|= 1, it is computed as
in Corollary 4.1. For |k|> 1, Algorithm 4.2 gives a locally optimal DPS, that uses Al-
gorithm 4.1 as a per-task sequential subroutine. Algorithm 4.1, in turn, sequentially
constructs a parallel ordering from Definition 4.4 for a given index ` of ŵk. It can
also be constructed in parallel with Algorithm 4.3. The parallel ordering is therefore
a “greedy” but good approximation of the locally optimal one, since those two order-
ings are often the same. Definition 4.4 indicates validity of Algorithms 4.1 and 4.3.
The same holds for Definition 4.5 and Algorithm 4.2. All parallel constructs here and
in the rest of the paper are the OpenMP [20] ones, acting on the shared memory.
Algorithm 4.1: Computing a parallel ordering sequentially.
Input: ŵk, |k|, n0, and `, 1≤ `≤ |ŵk|.
Output: O`k of length at most |k|, 1≤ |k| ≤ bn0/2c.
j := `; // start the search within ŵk from the index `
for i := 1 to |k| do // each iteration appends an augmented weight to O`k
O`k(i) := ŵk( j); j := j+1;
while j ≤ |ŵk| do // search the remaining part of ŵk
ap := ŵk( j).p; aq := ŵk( j).q;
for k = i downto 1 do // check if ŵk( j) collides with an element of O
`
k
bp := O`k(k).p; bq := O
`
k(k).q;
c := (ap = bp)∨ (ap = bq)∨ (aq = bp)∨ (aq = bq);
if c then break; // break on collision of ŵk( j) and O
`
k(k)
end for
if c then j := j+1 else break; // if there is a collision, try the next j
end while
if j > |ŵk| then break; // else, ŵk( j) is to be appended to O`k
end for
Algorithm 4.3 is the one chosen for the prototype implementation when t > 1 (as
was the case in the tests), with a fallback to Algorithm 4.1 when t = 1. Algorithm 4.2
is not meant to be used, apart to theoretically demonstrate its impractical complexity.
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Algorithm 4.2: Computing the locally optimal ordering.
Input: ŵk, |k|, n0, and t ≥ 1.
Output: ` and LO`k of length at most |k|, 1≤ |k| ≤ bn0/2c.
compute O1k and w1 := w(O
1
k) by Algorithm 4.1 (not by Alg. 4.3, unless a copy of ŵk is used);
m := 1, i.e., Omk := O
1
k; // the initial approximation of LO
`
k is O
1
k
for l = 2 to |ŵk| do in parallel with threads(t), shared(m,w, ŵk,Omk ), private(Olk)
compute Olk and wl := w(O
l
k) by Algorithm 4.1;
begin critical // !$OMP CRITICAL region (at most one thread executing)
if wl > wm then m := l, i.e., Omk := O
l
k; // a better ordering found & stored
end critical
end parallel for
` := m, i.e., LO`k := O
m
k ; // return the locally optimal mth ordering
Algorithm 4.3: Computing the parallel ordering with t > 1 tasks.
Use: qNaN(p) returns a quiet NaN with its payload set to p; isNotNaN(x)=> iff x is not a NaN.
Input: ŵk, |k|, n0, t, and `, 1≤ `≤ |ŵk|.
Output: O`k of length at most |k|, 1≤ |k| ≤ bn0/2c.
i := `; l := 0; // i is the current index into ŵk
while l < |k| do // l is the current length of O`k
l := l+1; O`k(l) := ŵk(i); // append the current augmented weight to O
`
k
if l ≥ |k| then break; // return O`k if it is complete
ap := O`k(l).p; aq := O
`
k(l).q;
k := |ŵk|+1; // k > i will be min j s.t. ŵk( j) does not collide with O`k(l)
for j = i+1 to |ŵk| do in parallel with threads(t), shared(ŵk), reduction(min: k)
if isNotNaN(ŵk( j).w) then // ŵk( j) is alive if its weight is not a NaN
bp := ŵk( j).p; bq := ŵk( j).q; // check if...
c := (ap = bp)∨ (ap = bq)∨ (aq = bp)∨ (aq = bq); // ŵk( j) & O`k(l) collide
if c then ŵk( j).w := qNaN(j) else k := min{k, j}; // kill ŵk( j) if c
end if
end parallel for
if k > |ŵk| then break else i := k; // take the lowest surviving index or stop
end while
Example 4.1 Let A be a matrix representation of the ŵk computed for some Gk−1,
A =

∗1 15 10 6 3 1
15 ∗2 14 9 5 2
10 14 ∗3 13 8 4
6 9 13 ∗4 12 7
3 5 8 12 ∗5 11
1 2 4 7 11 ∗6

,
apq = l ⇐⇒ ŵk(l) = (wpq, p,q);
PO1k = ((w16,1,6),(w25,2,5),(w34,3,4)),
w(PO1k) = w16+w25+w34,
o(PO1k) = (1,5,13).
Here, apq = aqp for 1≤ p< q≤ n0 = 6 is the index of w[k]pq = (wpq, p,q) in ŵk. Then,
PO1k is obtained by either Algorithm 4.1 or 4.3, with the pivot index pairs denoted in
A as well with the boxes of diminishing thickness, corresponding to the decreasing
weights. Moreover, if all weights are the same (zeros, e.g.), then by Definition 4.2 A
always has the same form as above, enlarged or shrunk according to n0, regardless of
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the actual elements in Gk−1. Near the end of the Kogbetliantz process, where many of
the weights are the same, the pivot strategy predictably selects many of the pivots in a
pattern resembling the antidiagonal, and expanding towards the SE and NW corners.
The initial ordering of the elements of wk is irrelevant. However, to simplify
parallelization of the iteration over a triangular index space, i.e., over the indices of
the strictly upper triangle of Gk−1, a one-dimensional arrayIc of n0(n0−1)/2 index
pairs in the column-cyclic order (column-by-column, and top-to-diagonal within each
column) is pregenerated. Then, one PARALLEL DO loop overIc suffices for covering
the two-dimensional index space. Computing the weights in the trigonometric case
is essentially faster than in the hyperbolic case, so the threads assigned to the par-
allel loop are allowed to compete for each iteration by the dynamic non-monotonic
scheduling with singleton chunks, i.e., by SCHEDULE(NONMONOTONIC:DYNAMIC,1).
The parallel loop of Algorithm 4.2 could (but do not in the prototype implemen-
tation) employ the same scheduling due to its iterations being of unequal complexity.
5 Overview of the algorithm
In this section the convergence criterion, a vital part of the J-Kogbetliantz algorithm,
is discussed in subsection 5.1, and the algorithm is summarized in subsection 5.2.
5.1 Convergence criterion
Traditionally, a convergence criterion for the Jacobi-like (including the Kogbetliantz-
like) processes is simple and decoupled from the choice of a pivot strategy. However,
in the hyperbolic case, where even a small off-diagonal norm can oscillate from one
step to another, a “global” stopping criterion, based on the fall of the off-diagonal
norm, relative to the initial one, below a certain threshold, or on stabilization of the
diagonal values, e.g., does not suffice alone for stopping the process unattended.
The former approach may stop the process when the off-diagonal norm has rel-
atively diminished, but when there may still be some valid transformations left that
can both change the approximate singular values and raise the off-diagonal norm.
On the other hand, if the threshold has been set too low, the process may never
(literally or practically) stop and may keep accumulating the superfluous transforma-
tions computed almost exclusively from the leftover rounding errors off the diagonal.
If a stopping criterion is solely based on observing that the diagonal elements, i.e.,
the approximate singular values, have not changed at all in a sequence of successive
steps of a certain, predefined length, a few conducted tests indicate that the computed
singular values are accurate in a sense of (6.2) and the diagonal has converged to its
final value, but the singular vectors are not, with the relative error (6.1) of order
√
ε ,
where ε is the machine precision, i.e., the transformations left unperformed would
have contributed to the singular vectors significantly, but not to the singular values.
A “local” convergence criterion is thus needed, based on the 2×2 transformations
in a multi-step belonging to a narrow class of matrices, as shown in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1: The convergence criterion, evaluated at each multi-step k.
b := 0; // a counter of the big steps
foreach k ∈ k do // assume the kth transformations have been computed
let d be > if Ĝk−1 was diagonal, else ⊥;
let u be > if Û∗k is identity, else ⊥;
let v be > if V̂k is identity, else ⊥;
s := d∨ (u∧ v); // s is > if the kth step is small
if ¬s then b := b+1; // else, the kth step is big
end foreach
if b = 0 then stop; // halt if no big steps in k
The steps of each multi-step k are categorized as either big or small. A step is big
if its 2×2 pivot submatrix is not diagonal, and either the left or the right transforma-
tion is not identity; else, it is small. A non-trivial small step is just a scaling by the
factors of unit modulus and/or a swap of the diagonal elements, so it is a heuristic but
reasonable expectation that an absence of big steps is an indication of convergence.
5.2 The J-Kogbetliantz algorithm
The J-Kogbetliantz algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 5.2. Note that accumulat-
ing the left and the right singular vectors is optional, and that Σ is the diagonal of GN .
Algorithm 5.2: Overview of the J-Kogbetliantz algorithm.
Input: G0 and J0, preprocessed from G and J, if necessary.
Output: N, U , Σ , and V−1, as described in section 1.
N := 0; // a counter of steps performed in the loop below
repeat // the loop body is a multi-step k
compute the augmented weights wk as described in subsection 3.2 and section 4;
filter and sort wk to obtain ŵk as described in subsection 4.1;
if |ŵk|= 0 then break; // early termination if possible
generate the parallel ordering O1k by Algorithm 4.3 (or by Algorithm 4.1 if t = 1);
foreach k ∈ k do // in parallel with t threads
compute (or reuse) the 2×2 HSVD of Ĝk−1, i.e., Û∗k , Σ̂k , and V̂k , as in section 2;
apply Û∗k from the left to U
∗
k−1 and Gk−1 to obtain U
∗
k and G
′
k−1, resp., as in section 3;
apply V̂k from the right to G′k−1 and Vk−1 to obtain Gk and Vk , resp., as in section 3;
end foreach
N := N+ |k|; // end of multi-step k
until convergence detected by Algorithm 5.1;
compute U = (U∗N)∗ and V−1 = J0V
∗
N J0;
6 Numerical testing
Testing was performed on an Intel Xeon Phi 7210 CPU, running at 1.3 GHz with
TurboBoost turned off in Quadrant cluster mode, with 96 GiB of RAM and 16 GiB
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of flat-mode MCDRAM (that was not used), under 64-bit CentOS Linux 7.7.1908
with the Intel compilers (Fortran, C), version 19.1.0.166, and the GNU compilers
(Fortran, C), version 8.3.1, for the error checking. No BLAS/LAPACK routines from
Intel Math Kernel Library were used in the final prototype implementation, except for
creating a visualization of the algorithm’s execution, available with other test input
and output data at http://euridika.math.hr:1846/Jacobi/JKogb/ URL. The
prototype code has been written in Fortran for the DOUBLE PRECISION and DOUBLE
COMPLEX datatypes, while the 2×2 HSVD has additionally been written in C for the
Intel’s 80-bit extended, i.e., long double and long double complex datatypes.
All programs have been written in Fortran, with some calls of the C routines.
Two programs are the implementations of the real and the complex J-Kogbetliantz
algorithm. There are two error checkers in extended precision (Fortran’s KIND=10),
as it is faster than computing in quadruple (128-bit, KIND=16) precision. One of them
finds the absolute and then the relative normwise error of the obtained HSVD as
‖G0−UΣV−1‖F/‖G0‖F , (6.1)
while the other compares ΣT J0Σ with the eigenvalues Λ of H = G0J0G
∗
0, i.e.,
max
1≤i≤n0
|(λ ′ii−σ2ii jii)/λ ′ii|, λ ′11 ≥ λ ′22 ≥ . . .≥ λ ′n0n0 , (6.2)
where Λ ′ = PΛΛP
T
Λ (PΛ being a permutation) has the eigenvalues on the diagonal
sorted descendingly to match the ordering of ΣT J0Σ . All eigenvalues are non-zero.
The close-to-exact eigenvalues are known since each H has been generated by
taking its double precision eigenvalues Λ pseudorandomly from one of the ranges:
1. λ ∈ 〈ε,1], drawn uniformly from 〈0,1],
2. |λ | ∈ 〈ε,1], drawn uniformly from [−1,1],
3. |λ | ∈ 〈ε,1], drawn from the normal variableN (µ = 0,σ = 1),
with a given ε ∈ {ε1 = 10−13,ε2 = 10−15}. Then, H =UΛU∗ (or UΛUT ) is formed
by applying n0−1 pseudorandom Householder reflectors toΛ in extended precision.
The Hermitian/symmetric indefinite factorization with complete pivoting [22] of
H gives J0 and G′0, which is rounded to a double (complex/real) precision input G0.
For each n0 twelve pairs (G0,J0) have thus been generated, six each for the real and
the complex case. In each case two pairs come with J0 = In0 , corresponding to the
first range above. For a given n0, ε , and a range, the eigenvalues of the real H are the
same as those of the complex H, due to a fixed pseudo-RNG seed selected for that ε .
For each field T ∈ {R,C}, range L ∈ {1,2,3} of the eigenvalues of H, and ε
as above, a sequence of test matrices was generated, with their orders ranging from
n0 = 4 to n0 = 2048 with a variable step: 4 up to n0 = 128, 8 up to n0 = 256, 16 up
to n0 = 512, 32 up to n0 = 1024, and 256 onwards. For each n0, the number of tasks
for a run of the J-Kogbetliantz algorithm was t = min{64,n0/2}, since the CPU has
64 cores, and to each core at most one task (i.e., an OpenMP thread) was assigned.
Let N, 0 ≤ N ≤ N, be the number of multi-steps performed until convergence.
Then, define C, the number of ‘virtual’ sweeps (also called cycles) performed, as
C = N/(n0−1). (6.3)
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A ‘virtual’ sweep has at most the same number of steps as would a ‘real’ sweep by
a cyclic pivot strategy have, i.e., n0(n0−1)/2, but in it any transformation candidate
can be transformed up to bn0/2c times. Note that C does not have to be an integer.
In each subfigure of Figures 6.1–6.5 there are three data series, one for each L. A
data point in a series is the maximum of a value from one run of the J-Kogbetliantz
algorithm on a matrix generated with ε = ε1, and a value from another run on a matrix
generated with ε = ε2, with all other parameters (i.e., T , L, and n0) being the same.
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Fig. 6.1 The relative errors (6.1), in log10-scale, in the HSVD computed in DOUBLE PRECISION (left) and
DOUBLE COMPLEX (right) datatypes. The matrix orders on x-axis are in log2-scale.
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Fig. 6.2 The relative errors (6.1), in log10-scale, in the HSVD computed in DOUBLE PRECISION (left) and
DOUBLE COMPLEX (right) datatypes, with the per-step 2× 2 HSVDs computed in Intel’s 80-bit extended
datatype. The matrix orders on x-axis are in log2-scale.
A comparison of the relative errors in the decomposition, shown in Figures 6.1
and 6.2 leads to a similar conclusion that can be reached by comparing the maximal
relative errors in the eigenvalues of H, shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Just by changing
the 2× 2 HSVD computation from double to extended precision, while everything
else stays the same, both the hyperbolic singular values and the entire decomposition
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Fig. 6.3 The maximal relative errors (6.2), in log10-scale, in the eigenvalues of G0J0G
∗
0, with the J0-HSVD
of G0 computed in DOUBLE PRECISION (left) and DOUBLE COMPLEX (right) datatypes. The matrix orders
on x-axis are in log2-scale.
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Fig. 6.4 The maximal relative errors (6.2), in log10-scale, in the eigenvalues of G0J0G
∗
0, with the J0-HSVD
of G0 computed in DOUBLE PRECISION (left) and DOUBLE COMPLEX (right) datatypes, and the per-step
2×2 HSVDs computed in Intel’s 80-bit extended datatype. The matrix orders on x-axis are in log2-scale.
get a significant increase in accuracy, while the code becomes about 10% slower but
simpler, since no scaling of the input and the output data is needed in the 2×2 HSVD
(see subsection 2.3). Even without having recourse to a higher precision, in the real
as well as in the complex case a satisfactory accuracy, in a sense of both (6.1) and
(6.2), was reached in a reasonably small number of cycles, as shown in Figure 6.5.
7 Future work
To keep the exposition concise, a forward rounding error analysis of the floating-point
computation of the 2×2 HSVD is left for future work. Furthermore, performing such
analysis is slightly impeded by, e.g., a lack of standardized, tight error bounds for the
absolute value of a complex number, or equivalently, of the HYPOT intrinsic.
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Fig. 6.5 The number of cycles (6.3) until convergence, when computing in DOUBLE PRECISION (left) and
DOUBLE COMPLEX (right) datatypes only. The matrix orders on x-axis are in log2-scale.
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